Abstract. The paper deals with the numerical coupling of an axisymmetric reservoir model, governed by Darcy-Forchheimer's equation together with a nonstandard energy balance, and a quasi 1D wellbore model described by the compressible NavierStokes equations.
(Cf. [4] ) and the Peng-Robinson state equation (Cf. [7] ) :
Here above, φ is the porosity, μ the viscosity, λ the thermal conductivity, β the expansion coefficient, F the Forchheimer coefficient (allowing us to take into account the kinematic energy losses) and K the permeability tensor. (ρc) * characterizes the heat capacity of a virtual medium, equivalent to the fluid and the porous matrix, while (ρc) f symbolizes the fluid properties.
The unknowns are the specific flux G = rρu (with u the Darcy velocity), the heat flux q = rλ∇T , the pressure p, the temperature T and the density ρ. We close the system by adding initial conditions for p and T and boundary conditions which apply either to G · n or to its dual variable p, respectively to q · n or T . Due to the geometry of the domain (a cylindrical vertical wellbore surrounded by the reservoir), the problem is written in axisymmetric form and next time-discretized by means of Euler's implicit scheme, leading at each time step t n to the following 2D linearized system :
The density is updated by means of a thermodynamic module. The thermodynamic coefficients a, b, d, e, f, l are computed at t n−1 and the positive definite tensor M is given by :
Finally, the problem without convection can be written in variational form as follows :
where
2 and where A 1 is a non-classical mixed operator. X 0 1 and X * 1 are subsets of X 1 , which take into account the homogeneous, respectively non-homogeneous boundary conditions. Problem (1.1) as well as the complete problem with convection were shown to be well-posed in [1] , where a finite element discretization based on Raviart-Thomas elements for the fluxes and piecewise constant elements for the scalar unknowns was also proposed. We refer to [1] for the numerical analysis and the validation of this scheme.
2. The 1.5D wellbore model. We consider a vertical wellbore, governed by the mass and the energy conservation laws, the compressible Navier-Stokes equations together with the Peng-Robinson state equation.
As for the reservoir, the problem is written in 2D axisymmetric form and two conservative variables (the specific flux G = ρu and the heat flux q = λ∇T ) are introduced. The time-discretization yields a nonlinear decoupled system which is solved, at each time step, by a fixed point method with respect to ρ. More precisely, for a given ρ, we compute the specific flux from the mass equation by means of a Petrov-Galerkin method :
Δt , then we calculate the velocity and the pressure by solving the following quasi-Stokes system :
Δt and we evaluate the heat flux and the temperature from the energy system :
Here above, κ is a friction coefficient depending on the diameter of the pipe, c v is the specific heat while τ is the viscous stress tensor of the fluid. Finally, we update the density and we loop until convergence is achieved.
Concerning the boundary conditions, the specific flux, the pressure and the temperature are imposed on the perforations while adiabatic and impermeability conditions are set on the bottom and on the lateral boundary. Note that when considering the sole wellbore problem, one cannot impose the flowrate at the pipe's surface, which is an outflow boundary for the transport equation satisfied by G. This drawback disappears when solving the coupled problem.
In order to take into account the privileged direction of the flow and to reduce the computational cost, a 1.5D model is derived as a conforming approximation of the 2D one, by constructing an explicit solution in terms of the radial coordinate. More precisely, u, G and q are taken affine with respect to r while p, T and ρ are taken independent of r. Thus, one can now treat pipes of several thousands meters height but of radius R 0.15m without any numerical instabilities due to this large aspect ratio.
The space discretization is achieved on a rectangular mesh which consists of only one cell in the radial direction. We employ Raviart-Thomas finite elements for the heat and mass fluxes, Q 0 elements for the pressure and the temperature and Q 1 continuous elements for the velocity. A detailed proof of the well-posedness of the continuous and discrete problems as well as numerical tests validating the model can be found in [2] .
Finally, in view of the coupling, we linearize the momentum and energy equations with respect to G. Then the wellbore problem can be written in weak form as follows :
3. Coupling of the previous models. We are now interested in the coupled reservoir-wellbore problem, which is different from those currently considered in the literature. Besides the fact that we deal with a 2.5D -1.5D coupling, the wellbore also has an additional unknown compared to the reservoir. Moreover, the density is not constant in the two media and the energetic aspect is also taken into account.
In order to bind together problems (1.1) and (2.1), we have to introduce adequate transmission conditions at the perforations. Let n denote the normal unit vector to Σ, oriented from the reservoir to the wellbore. Then we impose :
Moreover, due to the viscous context, the tangential velocity of the fluid must also be prescribed. For the sake of simplicity, here we take u 2 · t = 0 but one could also consider the Beavers-Joseph-Saffman law (see for instance [5] and references therein).
In order to take into account the recorded flowrates at the pipe's surface, a global resolution at each time step is envisaged. Therefore, the transmission conditions are dualized by means of Lagrange multipliers and a global mixed formulation is derived (see also [5] ). More precisely, we introduce the spaces :
and the bilinear forms on L × Y, respectively on K × X :
We can now consider the following weak formulation of the coupled problem :
where 
Concerning the approximation of (3.1), we assume that the two meshes are matching at the interface and we employ the previously introduced finite element spaces for x, while Λ is taken piecewise constant. The convective terms are treated by appropriated upwind schemes.
The well-posedness of both the continuous and discrete problems is established in [3] . Note that the mathematical analysis of (3.1) is nonstandard, since A and C are non symmetric and since the spaces of the solution and of the test-functions are different. The operator A was shown to satisfy a first inf-sup condition, thus ensuring the uniqueness thanks to Babuška's theorem. However, the proof of the second inf-sup condition is, at our knowledge, an interesting open problem. We have then managed to establish the existence of a solution in the continuous case by means of a Galerkin method, using the existence in the discrete case.
Numerical tests.
In order to validate the code from both a numerical and a physical point of view, we consider here a reservoir consisting of two producing layers characterized by homogeneous physical and thermodynamic properties (k h = 130mD, k v = 1mD, φ = 0.15 and S w = 0.2) and separated by a quasi-wall (with k h = 0.01mD, k v = 0.01mD, φ = 0.1 and S w = 0.95), where k h , k v represent the horizontal, respectively vertical permeabilities while S w is the water's saturation. We simulate the production of a light oil during two days by imposing constant pressure and temperature (p γ = 261bar, T γ = 402K) on the external boundary of the reservoir and a constant flowrate at the pipe's surface (Q = 1500 m 3 /j). All previous data are realistic.
As regards the behavior of the solution with respect to mesh refinement, every triangle in the reservoir is successively divided into four congruent ones and every rectangle in the well into 2 congruent ones. In figure 4 .1(a) we have represented the specific flux in the upper layer of the reservoir and in the well. One may note that we recover the fact that the velocity in the wellbore is much more important than the one in the reservoir, due to the flux conservation. In order to better visualise the flow near the perforations, different scalings were used in the two domains (of ratio equal to 10). Figures 4.1(b) and 4.1(c) show the pressure and the temperature maps in the wellbore at the end of the production. One retrieves a linear pressure (primarily influenced by the gravity) and a linear temperature above the perforations. Finally, we present in Figure 4 .2 the evolution of the pressure and the temperature in the whole domain during two days, since afterwards the flow almost reaches the steady state. We focus on the neighbourhood of the per-forations : only 6m of the reservoir are visualised. The numerical results correspond to the physical behavior expected by the petroleum engineers, and equally to the results given by each separate code. In particular, one may note that the transmission conditions at the interface are satisfied. A decrease of the pressure in the producing layers and the wellbore is noticed while an increase of the temperature due to the Joule-Thomson effect can be observed. 
